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NEW FACILITIES CONSIDERED 
 

The board and management of Harrison County Rural Electric Cooperative (HCREC) have been 
considering how best to update our office and other facilities for more than five years. This will be the 
first in a series of articles explaining problems with existing facilities, solutions being considered, and 
likely financial impact. The purpose of this article is a brief overview. More detail will come in future 
communications. 
 
Why are new facilities needed? 

HCREC was founded in 1936 and moved to its current facilities in 1966. Though your 
cooperative has carefully maintained all its facilities, time has taken its toll. All structures are in need of 
upgrades, some badly in need. The cooperative has identified a series of critical issues needing to be 
addressed. The more serious include: 

1) Safety of personnel and the public 
a) Large trucks in and out on busy Lincolnway Street with school children, busy grocery 

store, bicycles, and public walkway in front of our operation warehouse 
b) Ventilation; diesel fumes contaminates offices; lack of windows; health/security risk 

2) Inadequate work space, i.e. operations and administrative staff offices have multiple staff in 
     each room 
3) Inadequate garage space for expensive vehicles 
       a)  Door height won’t allow for new expensive truck entry 
       b)  Insufficient room for expensive and large equipment 
Beyond the specific issues identified above, the cooperative believes updating facilities will 

generally improve efficiency, which should moderate increases in future operating costs. More detail will 
follow in future articles. 
 
What solutions are being considered? 

Your board began over five years ago to consider possible solutions. Among these were 1) doing 
nothing, 2) remodeling/expanding existing facilities at the current site, 3) relocating to a new or existing 
building at the Woodbine Industrial Park, and 4) construction of new facilities elsewhere.  

Facing the issues at hand, doing nothing cannot be seen as a long-term option. Though it was 
thoroughly studied, remodeling/expanding at the existing site is also not a viable long-term solution, if for 
no other reasons than insufficient space and growing traffic issues. Beyond this, however, a modern 
electric cooperative utility with heavy trucks and equipment potentially operating 24 hours per day is just 
not a good long-term fit for any city center, especially when located near retail and residential structures. 
A more likely long-term solution is relocating to the Woodbine Industrial Park. A site has been identified 
next to the existing HCREC pole yard, and the cooperative is in discussion with the city and local 
economic development organizations. We will provide more information in future articles as details 
become available. 
  
Financial Situation 

Your board continually reviews the cooperative financial position. Fortunately, HCREC is strong 
and well positioned, even in today’s challenging energy environment. Your cooperative is experiencing 
modest but steady growth and has significant cash reserves, including cash available from the proceeds of 
a highly successful investment made by HCREC’s economic development subsidiary. In addition, interest 
rates continue to be relatively low. All in all, this seems a favorable time to think about investing in 
infrastructure that will benefit the cooperative for years to come. Details of project costs will be discussed 
in future articles. 

The HCREC board assures you it carefully balances the facility needs of the cooperative against 
maintaining financial strength while minimizing future impact on rates. At HCREC our only goal is to 
meet the needs of our member-owners, both today and tomorrow. 
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